PRAG BRUTAL: New Exhibition in Jan Palach Library

On Tuesday 2 September in the green study room of Jan Palach Library, a new long-term photography exhibition PRAG BRUTAL has been launched. The exhibition of 12 analogue and digital photographs revolves around the theme of Prague Brutalist architecture from the 60s until the start of the 90s of the 20th century. The authors of the exhibition are members of German Studies students photography course led by the teacher Dr Thomas Schneider.

The exhibition is freely accessible in the green study room of Jan Palach Library (the main building of CU FA, basement). We ask visitors to maintain silence in the study room. You are cordially invited!

Authors of the exhibition:
Particular thanks to Dr Thomas Schneider and DAAD organization.

The Author of the photographs at the exhibition is Martin Hundák (CU FA)
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